PURPOSE. To interpret full-field optical coherence tomography (FFOCT) images of ex vivo retina.
METHODS. Flatmounted retinas of human, primate, pig, sheep, rat, and mouse were imaged using FFOCT. To identify retinal ganglion and amacrine cells, fixed samples immunolabeled against Tuj1 and Brn3a or live samples labeled in vitro with green fluorescent protein (GFP) were analyzed by combining FFOCT, fluorescence confocal microscopy (FCM), and fluorescence-FFOCT. To investigate postmortem tissue changes, time series were acquired over 48 hours and on fresh versus fixed tissue.
RESULTS.
With FFOCT, cell types and features such as nerve fiber bundles and RGC somas were resolved without use of contrast agents at 1-lm xyz resolution. Cell somas in the ganglion cell layer (GCL) in large mammals appeared predominantly bright with dark contours, while in rodents, GCL somas appeared dark with bright contours. RGC axon to soma junctions could be traced in the three-dimensional (3D) image stacks. Time series revealed undulation of retinal tissue samples over 48 hours, though no degradation of individual cells was detected, while paraformaldehyde fixation caused increased scattering and shrinkage.
CONCLUSIONS. Full-field OCT reveals micrometric morphologic detail in the retina without the use of contrast agents. We observed interspecies differences in optical properties of GCL somas. Fixation significantly alters retinal transparency hence reducing the visibility of microscopic features.
Keywords: imaging, optical coherence tomography, microscopy, retina, explant F ull-field optical coherence tomography or microscopy (FFOCT or FFOCM) 1,2 is a variant of optical coherence tomography (OCT) 3 that has developed over the past decade to provide cellular-resolution images of ex vivo tissue specimens in depth without the use of contrast agents. It has been used for imaging of the retina, 4 cornea, [5] [6] [7] corneal limbus, 8 and other ophthalmic tissues, along with other biological tissues such as brain, 9 breast, 10, 11 and gastrointestinal tissues. 12 The lack of the need for fixation and contrast agents in FFOCT is an advantage, particularly in longitudinal studies where a single retinal explant, for example, is to be imaged at multiple timepoints. However, to remove ambiguity in the identification of features seen in FFOCT, correlation with images of the same tissues using other techniques is necessary. Fluorescence confocal microscopy (FCM) using fluorescent markers allows identification of different cell types, axons, and vasculature. Fluorescence-FFOCT provides precise overlay of fluorescence and FFOCT images captured in one multimodal instrument. The current study sought to correlate FFOCT images with FCM and fluorescence-FFOCT images in order to identify the retinal features seen with FFOCT, and to monitor changes in these features over time and after fixation.
METHODS

Tissues
Human Tissues. Human ocular globes from donors were obtained from the Surgery School (Ecole de Chirurgie, Assistance Publique Hôpitaux de Paris, Paris, France) via a protocol approved by the institutional review boards of the Surgery School and the Quinze Vingts National Ophthalmology Hospital (CPP Ile-de-France V, Paris, France). Globes were removed from cadavers less than 48 hours postmortem and transported in CO 2 -free medium (Gibco, Life Technologies, Warrington, UK) from the Surgery School to the Quinze Vingts National Ophthalmology Hospital where they were dissected to isolate the retina for imaging. Dissected retinas were imaged fresh, immersed in neurobasal-A medium (Gibco, Life Technologies). Five retinal specimens from five donors (average age 80, range, 63-95) were examined. Specimens one and two were small samples from peripheral retinal locations, specimen three surrounded the optic nerve, and specimens four and five were wide bands of tissue that included the macula and optic nerve. Samples were dissected to a flatmount directly in the FFOCT sample holder (i.e., freely floating rather than adhered to a glass iovs.arvojournals.org j ISSN: 1552-5783 OCT96 or membrane support) and gently immobilized under coverslip for imaging.
Animals and Animal Tissues. All animal manipulation was approved by the Quinze Vingts National Ophthalmology Hospital and regional review board (CPP Ile-de-France V), and was performed in accordance with the ARVO Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research.
Nine pig and four sheep ocular globes were obtained from a private research facility and transported in PBS to the Vision Institute. Six primate ocular globes were obtained from a partner research facility and transported to the Vision Institute in CO2-free neurobasal medium inside a device that maintained oxygenation. Two rat (Long-Evans; Janvier Labs, Le Genest Saint Isle, France) and 14 mouse (C57 BL/6, Balb/c albino, and Auburn; Janvier Labs) eyes were obtained from the animal facility of the Vision Institute. Anterior segments were removed and either the full thickness retina was imaged with the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) and choroid intact, or the retinas were dissected at the level of the photoreceptor outer segments so that the RPE and choroid were excluded from the images. Retinal samples were flatmounted either directly in the FFOCT sample holder, or adhered to a membrane support for transfer to the FFOCT sample holder, immersed in CO2free neurobasal medium, and gently immobilized under coverslip for FFOCT imaging.
Imaging Technologies
Full-Field Optical Coherence Tomography. Full-field OCT 1,2 is a variant of conventional OCT 3 in which twodimensional (2D) en face images are captured on a camera and three-dimensional (3D) data sets may be obtained by scanning in the depth direction. This configuration and the use of a white light source allow for higher axial and cross-sectional resolution than conventional OCT, on the order of 1 lm. No contrast agents are required as contrast is entirely endogenous. Full-field OCT can therefore perform micrometer resolution 3D imaging noninvasively in fresh or fixed ex vivo biological tissue samples. In retina, FFOCT enables imaging of fresh or fixed flatmounted tissue at 1 lm 3 resolution (i.e., showing cellular details as in histology, but without slicing or staining tissue). The FFOCT system used in this study (LLTech, Paris, France) has been described previously. 7 Illumination is provided by a halogen source, whose short coherence length leads to an axial resolution of 1 lm. The full field is illuminated and images are captured on a complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) camera. The interferometer arms hold a matched pair of microscope objectives in the Linnik configuration. Water immersion at 310 objectives with 0.3 numerical aperture lead to a lateral resolution of 1.6 lm. Penetration depth depends on tissue content and transparency and is approximately 200 lm in retina. Wide-field images can be displayed by automated montaging to image samples up to 25 mm in diameter, or stacks of images in depth can be captured. A 2 3 2 mm 2 montaged field is captured in less than five minutes, and a 200 lm 3 1 mm 3 1 mm 3D stack is also captured in less than 5 minutes.
Fluorescence Confocal Microscopy. Fluorescence confocal microscopy provides microscopic views of fluorescently labeled features within tissue. A laser-scanning FCM (Fluoview FV1200; Olympus, Rungis, France) was used to image fluorescently-labeled human retinal specimens. Image stacks covering 100-lm depth in 20 steps were acquired at regions of interest on labeled specimens flatmounted between slide and coverslip, with a 310 objective.
Fluorescence-FFOCT. While FFOCT shows tissue architecture thanks to its intrinsic contrast produced by backscattered light, and FCM provides information on specific cell types or labeled features, correlation of the two requires careful handling and positioning of the tissue during FFOCT imaging, followed by the fluorescent labeling and specimen mounting process, followed by FCM imaging, plus the timeconsuming scanning required to map large zones in order to enable identification of macroscopic features that can be used as signposts to microscopic features. The multiple steps in these processes imply some degree of imprecision in the final correlation, as image overlay at the cell-to-cell level between two different microscopic techniques is extremely challenging. A desirable alternative is to use a multimodal imaging system that offers pixel-to-pixel colocalization on FFOCT and fluorescence channels. This was possible using a prototype multimodal fluorescence-FFOCT microscope developed recently at the Langevin Institute, Paris, France. Compared with previous fluorescence-FFOCT setups, 13, 14 in the set-up used here, fluorescence is acquired simultaneously with the FFOCT measurements, meaning image capture is faster. Briefly, this set-up operated in a similar fashion to conventional FFOCT but with the addition of a blue light emitting diode (LED; M470L2, 650 mW; Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA) centered at 470 nm, blocked by an excitation filter (k ¼ 500 nm, FES0500; Thorlabs) to excite fluorophores. The two illumination beams are combined and focused onto the sample, and in the detection path, FFOCT and fluorescence signals are separated by a Single Edge Dichroic Beamsplitter (k ¼ 593 nm, Di02-R594-22x27; BrightLine, Semrock, Rochester, NY, USA), and captured by two cameras, a CMOS (MV-D1024-160-CL-42; PhotonFocus, Lachen, Switzerland) for the FFOCT image and a scientific CMOS (5.5; PCO.edge; Kelheim, Germany) to capture the fluorescence image, with additional filters placed in front of the detection cameras to ensure independence of the two paths. As the optical path into the tissue is parallel for the FFOCT and fluorescence channels, an identical region of the sample is captured simultaneously on the FFOCT and fluorescence cameras. Numerical aperture (NA) 0.8 near infrared (NIR) water immersion microscope objectives at 340 (Nikon, Paris, France) produced a field size of 220 3 220 lm and a pixel sampling of 210 nm per pixel. Full-field OCT image capture time is 3 ms, at a frame rate of 100 images per second. The fluorescence channel displays only one image, exposed for 500 ms.
Fluorescent Labeling
For FCM, retinal cell types were identified with a whole mount immunofluorescence assay. Briefly, after fixation with 4% PFA for 1 hour, the cells were permeabilized and blocked with 0.5% Triton X-100, 0.25% tween and PBS-BSA 5% for 1 hour at room temperature followed by incubation with combinations of the anti Tuj1 antibody (1:100; Chemicon, Billerica, MA, USA) and anti-Brn3a antibody (1:100; R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA) for one night at 48C, and then with the secondary antibody (Alexa Fluor 488, 1:600) for 1 hour at room temperature, and nuclei were counterstained with 4 0 ,6diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). One portion of each retinal specimen was incubated with PBS instead of the primary antibody to serve as a negative control.
For fluorescence-FFOCT, live macaque retinal cells were labeled in vitro by particle mediated acute gene transfer of green fluorescent protein (GFP). A Helios gene gun system (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA) was used for particle-mediated acute gene transfer in macaque retinal explants, similarly to what has been previously described. 15 Briefly, 10-mg gold microcarriers (1.6 lm; Bio-Rad) were coated with 20 lg of a plasmid encoding CMV:CatCh-GFP in an AAV backbone in 3.2 mL ethanol solution and loaded into Tefzel tubing (Saint Gobain, Forge, PA, USA) using the gene gun Tubing Prep Station (Bio-Rad). The gene gun barrel was held 5 mm above the retinal explant (RGC side facing the barrel) and the plasmid bullets were propelled at a pressure of 110 psi. The explants were incubated at 378C 5% CO 2 for 3 to 4 days post gene transfer.
Image Acquisition and Analysis
Qualitative Assessment of FFOCT Retinal Images. Fullfield OCT en face images of retinal tissue specimens were analyzed for regions of interest. The orientation of the retinal tissue was deduced from wide field image montages and 3D image stacks, and the retinal location of each image stack was estimated based on the position of macroscopically recognizable features (e.g., optic nerve, macula), along with consider-ation of the microscopic features visible in the image stack (e.g., cell and axon density in relation to distance from optic nerve or macula, vessel structure). Based on these observations, tissues were dissected into smaller pieces for fluorescent labeling, with the combination of features labeled in each piece depending on the features considered most interesting in the FFOCT views.
Correlation of FFOCT With FCM and Fluorescence-FFOCT. Following fluorescent labeling, specimens were mounted between two coverslips on a microscope slide and positioned in the same orientations as they had been when part of the whole retina for FCM imaging. To search for similar microscopic zones, gross anatomical features such as vessels were used to approximately correlate image stack locations between FFOCT and FCM.
Fluorescence-FFOCT, with its colocalized fluorescence and FFOCT channels, automatically guaranteed precise correlation Tissue Degradation In Time. Image stacks were acquired with FFOCT on three specimens of peripheral primate retina, hourly over a 48-hour period using automated image capture software (LLTech). Images at progressing time-points were compared qualitatively and intensity profiles at each time-point were plotted.
Tissue Changes Due to Fixation. Following imaging in fresh primate retina, a few drops of 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) were added to the sample holder without displacing the retinal sample. Image stacks were acquired 30 minutes after addition of the fixative in identical locations to the stacks acquired when the tissue was fresh. Both qualitative and quantitative comparison of fresh versus fixed tissue was possible by considering image appearance, and by plotting intensity profiles of the resultant cross-sectional images to assess intensity, thickness and contrast changes between the fresh and fixed states.
RESULTS
Nerve Fiber and Retinal Ganglion Cell Layers
In human retina, axon bundles and cell bodies located in the ganglion cell layer (GCL) could be identified across the retina, and their differing distribution and density evaluated at different retinal locations. Figure 1 shows four image capture locations running from macula toward the periphery along an axis close to the median raphe, where dense axons and small densely packed cells around the macula gradually become sparser toward the periphery, with axons changing orientation corresponding to their positioning in relation to the median raphe and cell bodies becoming larger. Though nerve fiber and cell density can be evaluated from these images, identification of cell type as belonging to either the RGC or amacrine cell populations can only be confirmed by tracing a single axon to a soma which, due to its axon, can be positively identified as an RGC rather than amacrine cell. Individual axons departing from cell somas could be identified in FFOCT images in human, primate, pig, and sheep by zooming in on both en face and cross-sectional views (Fig. 2, Supplementary Movie S1) , particularly when they detached from nerve fiber bundles. However, the diameter of single axons lies close to the resolution limit of FFOCT, meaning that they were hard to individually resolve when bundled. Identification of individual cell bodies is also time consuming, as it requires manual tracing of axons through the 3D image stacks (see Supplementary Movie S1).
An alternative method of identifying the cell bodies seen as RGC somas is the use of fluorescent labeling. This was performed either with FCM on similar zones of tissue samples that had been imaged fresh with FFOCT imaging then, or with fluorescence-FFOCT imaging on in vitro labeled samples to provide simultaneous, coincident acquisition of the FFOCT and fluorescence signals in a single overlay image. Figures 3a and 3b present images in human retina acquired with FFOCT then susbsequent FCM on the same specimens in similar zones following immunohistochemical labeling, where Tuj1 positively labeled axons and ganglion and amacrine cell somas, (Fig. 3a) while Brn3a labeled only RGC nuclei (Fig. 3b ). Figure 3c shows images acquired with fluorescence-FFOCT in macaque retina with in vitro GFP labeling of only RGC somas. Figure 4 presents similar images in rat retina, with Tuj1 labeling identifying axons, ganglion and amacrine cells at two different retinal locations (Figs. 4c, 4e) .
In human, primate, pig, and sheep, cell somas appeared as solid gray bodies (highly scattering) surrounded by dark (low scattering) contours, while in mouse and rat this contrast was inverted (dark bodies and bright contours; Fig. 5 ). In primate, some solid gray somas contained dark gray nuclei. As nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio is greater in amacrine cells 16 these cells containing visible nuclei may be displaced amacrine cells. Therefore, it follows that in the amacrine-dominant rodent retina, 17, 18 we may be seeing mainly amacrine cells. Individual axons were too small to be resolved in mouse and rat, though axon bundles were seen as bright (highly scattering) structures in all species. Dendrites were not visible in any species, presumably as they are too small to be resolved. Figure 6 shows the photoreceptor layer, imaged photoreceptors facing upward, in primate. The rod and cone mosaic is clearly resolved with individual rods visible. In primate, the photoreceptor mosaic was also visible after traversing the retina from the nerve fiber layer side (Supplementary Movie S2). The photoreceptor mosaic was similarly resolved in the other large mammals, though not in rodents. This layer most frequently suffered damage during tissue dissection as the retinal tissue tends to naturally detach from the RPE at the photoreceptor level.
Photoreceptor Layer
Tissue Degradation Over 48 Hours
Tissue became progressively more warped over 48 hours, causing local intensity variations in the cross-sectional image due to differences in proximity to the coverslip (i.e., zones at the peaks of undulations became brighter as closer to the light source, while troughs of undulations became relatively darker as more distant from the light source; Fig. 6 ). The photoreceptor mosaic was therefore less uniform in intensity, though patches close to the coverslip retained their initial appearance. Overall mean intensity was constant over time. No thickness changes were detected over the 48-hour time-period. Intensity increase over time at undulation peaks and decrease over time in undulation troughs caused overall contrast to become less uniform over time.
Fresh Versus Fixed Tissue
Qualitatively, visibility of individual photoreceptors, capillaries and vessels, nerve fibers and cells was reduced, and tissue appeared more homogeneous and dense in the fixed state with fewer discernible microscopic or celluar features (Fig. 6) . Mean intensity increased by 28% 6 8% in the fixed versus fresh state (P ¼ 0.003), with the most marked increase in intensity of the upper layers, to such an extent that deeper layers were far less visible than in the fresh tissue. On fixation, 20% 6 11% shrinkage of total retinal thickness was measured, with all of this shrinkage (P ¼ 0.007) occurring in the photoreceptor layer ( Fig. 7) .
DISCUSSION
Full-field OCT retinal imaging in several species reveals microscopic details that are not visible in conventional OCT, FIGURE 5 . Nerve fiber layer and GCL interspecies variations. Full-field OCT images of human, primate, sheep, pig, mouse, and rat NFL (six upper panels) and GCL (six lower panels). Note contrast inversion on GCL somas between large mammals and rodents, which may be due to the differences in relative ganglion to amacrine cell populations between species (i.e., dark-centered cells may correspond to largenuclei amacrines). Scale bar: 50 lm. such as RGC axons and somas, other cell bodies and nuclei, capillaries, rods and cones. Being able to distinguish features in FFOCT and OCT images depends on the resolution (1 3 1 3 1 lm in FFOCT versus approximately 5 3 15 3 15 lm in conventional OCT) but also the contrast of the structure, both intrinsically, and in relation to other structures within the image field. Hence, the visibility of new features in FFOCT is likely thanks to the superior resolution, though we acknowledge that contrast may be enhanced on certain features by postmortem changes to the scattering properties.
Full-field OCT imaging could be of interest for imaging of fresh tissues or explants of in vitro retina at different time points, because nerve fiber bundles and cell bodies are visible without the addition of contrast agents. However, in applications where identification of cell types is necessary, specific labeling is required, which may be achieved in vitro, as has been shown on primate retina (Fig. 3) , or through immunohistochemical labeling on the fixed ex vivo tissues (Figs. 3, 4) . A combination of FFOCT with subsequent FCM of similar zones in ex vivo tissues can provide evidence of cell types present, though precise simultaneous, coincident FFOCT and fluorescence image overlays can only be achieved with fluorescence-FFOCT. This imaging modality could prove useful in applications where information on both of specific fluorescence information and an overview of the surrounding tissue architecture is desired.
Should FFOCT be developed for in vivo retinal imaging, evaluation of nerve fiber bundle and cell density in the nerve fiber layer (NFL) and GCL could be useful in glaucoma diagnosis, where NFL thickness in OCT cross-sections is currently used as a surrogate indicator for GCL damage. 19, 20 Full-field OCT could provide more precise measurement of this parameter, should in vivo retinal imaging with this technique become possible. In vivo FFOCT has been demonstrated in cornea 5 and skin, via endoscopy, 21 though has so far proved challenging for in vivo retinal imaging due to a lack of highspeed, large full-well depth camera technology, and high sensitivity to vibrations. However, an FFOCT setup destined for in vivo ophthalmic imaging is currently under development using a custom-developed CMOS camera (Quartz 2Mpx CoaXPress; Adimec, the Netherlands) and low-order aberration correction with a transmissive device. 22 Where intact after dissection, the photoreceptor mosaic was resolved in the large mammals though less clearly in rodents, possibly due to the diameter of the cones in rodents being close to the resolution limit of the FFOCT system. The rod and cone mosaic in primate ( Fig. 6 ) was of similar appearance to that seen with adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy. 23 In primates, the photoreceptor mosaic could be resolved on imaging the retina both with photoreceptors uppermost, and with NFL uppermost (Supplementary Movie S2). This is promising for photoreceptor imaging in vitro with this technique, where the retina would be maintained in a physiological state with perfusion in the sample chamber, and the eye would be dissected to extract retinal explants with the RPE and choroid intact and attached.
We detected specimen warping over 48 hours, and surface scattering increase on fixation, leading to reduced penetration, which is consistent with the literature. 24 Visibility of axons and vessels in the en face direction was diminished in the fixed state, the photoreceptor mosaic became blurred and significant shrinkage occurred in the photoreceptor layer. This suggests that fixation causes tissue changes that may have an impact on interpretation of in vivo retinal features and layer appellations that rely on correlation with histology or electron microscopy. 25, 26 In conclusion, we have demonstrated the ability of FFOCT to detect and display images of features in retinal layers including the NFL and GCL, with resolution down to the single cell and single axon level, and the photoreceptor layer, with clear definition of individual rods and cones. Full-field OCT shows potential for precise imaging of the retina in fresh, in vitro or ex vivo tissue samples. We have shown that retinal thickness and mean scattering do not change over a 48-hour period, though the tissue tends to warp. In fixed retina, visibility of certain features is diminished, and retinal thickness changes are not uniform across layers, suggesting the need for caution in correlation of in vivo OCT cross-sections with histology, which may be of particular importance in the assignment of retinal layer appellations.
